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Rutgers University Student Instructional Rating 
(Online Survey - Sakai) 

De Amorim Erik 
Summer 2017,
01:640:477:B1 —
MATHEMATICAL
THEORY OF
PROBABILITY (index
#01684) 
Enrollment= 26,
Responses= 13 

Part A: University-wide
Questions:

Student Responses Weighted Means

Strong

Disagree

1

Strong

Agree

5

No

response

 Section Course Level Dept

1. The instructor was
prepared for class and
presented the material in
an organized manner.

0 0 0 4 9 0 4.69 4.74 4.45 4.68

2. The instructor responded
effectively to student
comments and
questions.

0 0 1 2 10 0 4.69 4.83 4.45 4.56

3. The instructor generated
interest in the course
material.

0 0 1 3 9 0 4.62 4.52 4.28 4.54

4. The instructor had a
positive attitude toward
assisting all students in
understanding course
material.

0 0 0 5 8 0 4.62 4.78 4.64 4.64

5. The instructor assigned
grades fairly.

0 1 1 2 9 0 4.46 4.52 4.36 4.56

6. The instructional methods
encouraged student
learning.

0 1 1 2 9 0 4.46 4.48 4.25 4.50

7. I learned a great deal in
this course.

0 0 2 2 9 0 4.54 4.57 4.40 4.55

8. I had a strong prior
interest in the subject
matter and wanted to
take this course.

0 0 3 2 8 0 4.38 4.13 4.19 3.61

 Poor Excellent  

9. I rate the teaching
effectiveness of the
instructor as:

0 0 2 3 8 0 4.46 4.57 4.34 4.53

10. I rate the overall quality
of the course as:

0 1 1 4 7 0 4.31 4.35 4.25 4.41
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What do you like best about this course?:

“I like that there was a few extra credit questions. I also like all the examples. ”

“Being able to apply calculus 1-3”

“Class was structured very well, everything was presented in an organized way”

“It was simple”

“everything”

“miniquizes”

“The professor! ”

“Clear structure, explicit example, nice personality, and motivating homework.”

If you were teaching this course, what would you do differently?:

“I wouldn't allow the smart students who knows the material or taken the class to speak out so much, it speeds up the professor and makes me
lose track of whats going on. I also would upload example question and have students print or view it during class.”

“More examples”

“Can't think of anything”

“More proof-based”

“nothing”

“I love his teaching.”

“Prof is so nice, but too nice. He spent a lot of his personal time on answering students' questions, but most of which is so simple that anyone
who read the textbook can answer. By doing that in this whole summer, it's pretty difficult to help everyone efficiently, although we all know he
really tries his best to help everyone. So I may just give some hints to students in office hour and ask them to read the book themselves.”

In what ways, if any, has this course or the instructor encouraged your intellectual growth and progress?:

“My motivation to further study math outside of class has increased”

“I want to learn more about probability theory and its real world applications”

“The teacher is excellent, perfect, helpful. He show me that I could do better in math than I did before.”

“Hard questions, but nice grading really makes people encouraged and not give up.”

Other comments or suggestions::

“I would suggest that if the professor was teaching the course again in the summer. He should not give extremely difficult homework problems,
which counts as a grade. However, if the professor assigns homework problems that are difficult, I would recommend that he assigns those
problems as problems for extra practice or extra credit. I also feel that the professor shouldn't give difficult problems on the quiz each week, we
literally spent like 1,2,3, or 4 days studying for the quiz, it takes time to understand the information . Lastly, I feel with this class it was more of
quantity over quality, I was given a lot of examples, but just some just some examples wasn't as clear to me, or felt more of like a contradiction.
”

“Have a great rest of your summer”

“all good”

“I will appreciate math depart for hiring him teaching this summer.”


